In this paper we study the problem of two dimensional adaptive mesh generation using a variational approach and speci cally, the e ect that the monitor function has on the resulting mesh behavior. The basic theoretical tools employed are Green's function for elliptic problems and the eigendecomposition of symmetric positive de nite matrices. Based upon this study, a general strategy is suggested for how to choose the monitor function, and numerical results are presented for illustrative purposes. The three dimensional case is also brie y discussed. It is noted that the strategy used here can be applied to other elliptic mesh generation techniques as well.
Introduction
One of the major tasks in solving PDEs (partial di erential equations) is the adaptive generation of the mesh, or grid. In two (or higher) spatial dimensions, this mesh generation and adaptation is commonly done using the variational approach, specifically, by minimizing a functional of the coordinate mapping = (x; y); = (x; y) between the physical domain p with variables x; y and the computational domain c with variables ; . The functional is chosen so that the minimum is suitably in uenced by the desired properties of the solution of the PDE itself. In most applications, this involves balancing several critical properties, e.g., mesh concentration 1 in areas needing high resolution of the physical solution, mesh alignment to some prescribed vector elds, and preservation of the smoothness and the orthogonality of the mesh lines. Obviously, di erent meshes are generated depending upon how the functional is formulated and how the minimization problem is solved. Due to the complexity of the mesh generation process, and also the fact that the shapes of the physical and computational domains themselves can have a strong e ect on the behavior of the coordinate mapping, it is usually very hard to predict the overall resulting mesh behavior from the functional itself. This has led to a situation where a preponderance of mesh generation approaches have been developed in the past, e.g. see 3, 4, 8, 13, 16, 17] , yet the understanding of these approaches is relatively limited.
The functionals used in existing variational approaches for mesh generation and adaptation can usually be expressed in the form 3, 11, 13, 16, 17] 
where G = G(x; y) is a symmetric positive de nite matrix. As will be clear later, our strategy used for understanding (2) can be straightforwardly applied to (1) .
With ( 
where w(x; y) is a weight function depending on the physical solution to be adapted, and this corresponds to (2) with the monitor function G = w(x; y)I: ( 
where m = det(M(x; y)) and M(x; y) is a symmetric positive de nite matrix. It can be written in the general form (2) with
A major advantage of a method of this type is that existence, uniqueness and nonsingularity of the mesh can be guaranteed from the theory of harmonic maps 6, 9], and such guarantees are rare in the eld of mesh generation. The success of a mesh adaptation strategy with functional (2) (and all other methods using a variational approach or an elliptic equation system) hinges on choosing an appropriate monitor function G, so understanding how the monitor function in uences the resulting mesh properties is clearly crucial. There has been limited study of this aspect of the mesh generation problem, e.g. see 1, 2, 7, 13, 15] , and our objective in this paper is to analyze these e ects for the monitor function G in (2) .
We nd that, in general, the eigenvectors of G determine the directions of the mesh concentration while the eigenvalues determine the strength of mesh compression or expansion. This insight motivates how G can be chosen in practice. For instance, for problems in uid dynamics an eigenvector can be chosen to be the streamline direction or the characteristic direction, and for general problems with steep wave fronts an eigenvector can be chosen in the gradient direction. The eigenvalues are chosen to vary the strength of the mesh concentration.
An outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the Dirichlet problem for a general elliptic PDE is considered. The in uence of the source term on the solution behavior is discussed both analytically and geometrically using Green's function. Then the eigendecomposition of the monitor function is used in Section 3 to investigate the e ect of the monitor function on the behavior of the mesh corresponding to the functional form (2). The above mentioned general guide for the choice of the monitor function is also developed in this section. After numerical examples for common choices of the monitor function are presented in Section 4, the case of adaptive mesh generation for a disk is studied in Section 5 in order to illustrate some of the complicated two dimensional e ects for mesh adaptation along the eigendirections of the monitor functions. Finally, a brief discussion of the three dimensional case is given in Section 6. 3 ,ñ is the outward normal to the boundary @ , and e i the unit vector in the x i axis.
To consider the e ect the function f has on the behavior of the solution u, de ne v as the solution of the \homogeneous" problem ( L v] = 0; in v = h on @ : (12) Clearly,
and it follows from (11), (13) , and the positivity of G(x;ỹ) that
This is of course the well known conclusion of the comparison theorem 5]. To see the geometric meaning of the inequality u v, we show in Fig. 1 a sketch of uand v-contour lines (surfaces when n > 2) on which u and v are constant. Since u(x) v(x) for allx 2 , for any constant c the line u = c lies in the region where v c. Therefore, the u-contour lines are shifted away from the \uniform" reference v-contour lines in the direction toward which u increases. Generally, a large positive value of f causes u-contour lines to move in the direction of increasing u, and a large negative value causes them to move in the direction of decreasing u. The larger the magnitude of jfj, the greater the shift. (15) wherex 1 andx 2 are two distinct points in the domain and is the Dirac delta function. (We note that this function fails to give a solution u in the strong sense, but it can be smoothed and have su ciently small compact support that the following discussion can be made rigorous.) In this case, the solution to (10) is u(x) = ?G(x;x 1 ) + G(x;x 2 ) + v(x): (16) Since G(x;ỹ) ! +1 asỹ !x, (16) implies that (u ? v)(x) ! ?1 asx !x 1 and (u ? v)(x) ! +1 asx !x 2 . In other words, the in uence of the function f on the behavior of u comes predominantly from the value f(x 1 ) nearx 1 and from the value f(x 2 ) nearx 2 . Geometrically, this means that in a neighborhood ofx 1 , f causes u-contour lines to shift (relative to the v-contour lines) in the direction of increasing u, and in a neighborhood ofx 2 in the direction of decreasing u. As a result, the u-contour lines in the region betweenx 1 andx 2 are compressed when u increases in 5 v=Const. 2 1 Shift direction f is su ciently large and negative. Consequently, u-contour lines will be compressed or expanded about the region where f changes sign. We have thus far assumed that f is a function ofx only. It is not di cult to see that the analysis in this section holds for the more general case where f depends also upon the unknown function u, i.e. f = f(x; u). In this case, the sign of f at a pointx is regarded as the sign of f(x; u(x)), where u = u(x) is the solution of (10).
Monitor Function in Two Dimensions
We now use the interpretations of the previous section to analyze the behavior of the function minimizing the functional (2), or the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation (3) . Being symmetric and positive de nite, the monitor function G and its inverse G ?1 in (2) 
it is easy to show that the operator L has a form as in (9) and is elliptic. Thus, the analysis in the previous section applies. Moreover, since f is proportional to 1
, a rapid change in 1 in theṽ 1 direction will result in a signi cant change in f in the same direction. One can then conclude from the analysis in section 2 that if 1 changes rapidly in theṽ 1 direction, -coordinate lines can be expected to compress or expand in this direction compared to the reference coordinate lines corresponding to not having the source term 1 1 @ 1 @ṽ 1 @ @ṽ 1 . Speci cally, one can easily see from the special form of f that compression of -coordinate lines occurs in theṽ 1 direction if 1 rst increases and then decreases along this direction, while -coordinate lines will be expanded if the 1 change is the reverse.
We emphasize that this compression and/or expansion of -coordinate lines caused by the change in 1 is relative motion compared to the reference coordinate lines. To determine the location of the actual -coordinate lines, the impact of the other terms in the operator L in (23) on the mesh adaptation in theṽ 1 direction must be taken into account. These include the change inṽ 1 (the third term), the change inṽ 2 (the fourth term), the relative change in 2 in theṽ 2 direction (the fth term), and the ellipticity of the underlying equation (the second term). The latter, the e ect of the ellipticity, is well understood { ellipticity tends to space coordinate lines more equally in the absence of boundary curvature. However, the e ects from changes inṽ 1 ,ṽ 2 , and 2 are complicated and di cult to analyze in general. We do not perform a detailed theoretical analysis of these e ects here; rather, they are illustrated for several examples in sections 4 and 5. We refer to all of them as 2D e ects on the mesh adaptation in theṽ 1 direction. It is worth pointing out that a decrease of the ratio 1 2 reduces all of the 2D e ects on the mesh adaptation in thẽ v 1 direction except that resulting from the change inṽ 1 (see (23)).
A similar analysis holds for the -coordinate line adaptation in theṽ 2 direction and the -coordinate lines in theṽ 1 andṽ 2 directions. It is useful to note that if, for instance, 1 rst increases and then decreases rapidly in theṽ 1 direction, then both the -and -coordinate lines will be compressed in the same direction and the resulting mesh can become very skew. The analysis also extends to the case where G 2 6 = G 1 in (1), in which -and -coordinate lines can have di erent compression and/or expansion directions.
The above shows how the monitor function can be naturally de ned directly in terms of suitably chosenṽ 1 ,ṽ 2 , 1 , and 2 using (17). Sinceṽ 1 andṽ 2 are orthogonal, the monitor function can alternatively be de ned as
whereṽ is chosen as a direction along which mesh adaptation is desired,ṽ ? is perpendicular toṽ, and 1 is chosen to have suitable change in theṽ direction. The choice of 2 re ects the relative preference of mesh adaptation over the other (competing) mesh properties. Generally, smaller 1 = 2 produces smaller 2D e ects and thus better adaptation along just theṽ direction. It is instructive to consider (24) for the monitor functions used in Winslow's method and for the method based upon harmonic maps. For Winslow's method, (24) becomes (6) with 2 = 1 = w(x; y): (25) In this case,ṽ can be chosen as any unit vector. Coordinate lines are compressed or expanded in theṽ direction if w changes rapidly in this direction and otherwise are almost equally spaced. Thus, the direction in which w = w(x; y) changes most rapidly is the one in which mesh lines are also compressed or expanded most. For the method based upon harmonic maps, we have 
where 1 and 2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix M (see (7)). Unlike for Winslow's map, the eigendecomposition (17) is unique for the harmonic map unless 1 = 2 . Thus, the mesh adaptation can be expected to occur mainly in the directions ofṽ and its orthogonal complement. One class of mesh adaptation methods uses the arclength-like monitor function 10, 11, 16] . That is, for a physical solution u = u(x; y), G is de ned through (8) 27) to perform mesh adaptation in the gradient direction of u. The choices for 2 which correspond to Winslow's method and the method based upon harmonic maps are respectively 2 = 1 and 2 = 1 1 . For problems in which u has steep fronts or even discontinuities, 1 and 2 change much faster in the gradient direction than in the tangential direction. It can be expected that with the choice (27), coordinate line compression and expansion will mainly occur in the gradient direction. Furthermore, since the ratio of 1 to 2 is smaller for Winslow's method than for the one based upon harmonic maps (i.e. = 2 1 ), the 2D e ects on the mesh adaptation inṽ will generally be less signi cant for the former method than the latter. In other words, the mesh adaptation in this direction is more like one dimensional adaptation for Winslow's method than for the one based upon harmonic maps. On the other hand, adaptation with the method based upon harmonic maps has a stronger two-dimensional coupling, and our experience has shown that in this case the control of skewness of the mesh can be easier.
It is important to realize that this analysis is a local one. Other factors, such as the shapes of the physical and computational domains and the grid point distributions on boundary, can also strongly in uence the mesh adaptation in two dimensions. The interested reader is referred to 16] for the in uence of the boundary on the elliptic mesh generation.
To conclude this section, we observe that the above analysis can also be applied to interpret the widely used Poisson mesh generation system r 2 = P; r 2 = Q; (28) where P and Q are control functions, as well as other elliptic mesh generation systems. For (28) we easily see that a positive (or negative) value of the Laplacian of one of the curvilinear coordinates implies that the contour lines for that coordinate will shift in the increasing (or decreasing) direction of that coordinate. This result has also been obtained in 16] by generalizing their analysis of the mesh behavior near boundaries.
Numerical Experiments
Numerical results obtained using the mesh equation (4) together with Dirichlet boundary conditions (i.e., mesh points xed along the boundary @ p ) are presented in this section. Three examples are chosen to demonstrate the analysis of the previous section. The monitor function is de ned using (24) with 2 being a function of 1 and withṽ and 1 to be chosen.
For simplicity, both the physical and computational domains are chosen as the unit square. The mesh equation (4) is converted to a so-called MMPDE (moving mesh PDE) 10, 11], a time-dependent PDE with the desired solution of (4) as its steady state solution. This MMPDE is discretized in space using central nite differences on a uniform mesh in the computational domain. The resulting system of ordinary di erential equations is solved using an ADI-like scheme SEAF (spatial eigenvalue approximate factorization), integrating it until there is little mesh movement, viz., until the L 2 norm of the di erence between two consecutive solutions is less than 10 ?3 . Also, a low pass lter is applied twice to the monitor function in order to give a smoother mesh and improve the convergence of the scheme. Since our purpose here is to show how the monitor function a ects the behavior of the generated mesh and not to study the details of the numerical solution process itself, we refer the interested reader to 10, 11] for the details of the nite di erence discretization of (4) and the SEAF scheme.
The computations presented were performed on Silicon Graphics workstations Indigo2 and Onyx2 with double precision algorithms. 
Note that the desired direction of mesh adaptationṽ 1 is constant. The function 1 changes fastest in this direction and is constant in the perpendicular directionṽ ? . The function 1 is shown in Fig. 3 . Along the line y = x, for instance, the function 1 increases until the center point (0:5; 0:5) and then decreases. If mesh adaptation along this line (or direction) is one dimensional, then from one dimensional equidistribution arguments (e.g. see 12]) we know that the mesh density increases until this center point and then decreases, so the mesh is densest near the center. On the other hand, from the analysis in the previous section, the change in 1 will cause coordinate lines to compress in theṽ direction, and this will compete with the 2D effect resulting from the ellipticity which tends to space coordinate lines equally. Note that in this example the other 2D e ects do not take e ect because both v and v ? are constant and (@ 2 )=(@ṽ ? ) = 0. Moreover, we cannot expect there to be signi cant mesh adaptation in theṽ ? direction because, once again, (@ 2 )=(@ṽ ? ) = 0. Fig. 4 shows the 30 30 meshes generated using four di erent values of 2 : (a) 2 = 1= 1 (the method based upon harmonic maps), (b) 2 = 0:1 1 , (c) 2 = 1 (Winslow's method), and (d) 2 = 10 1 . For the four cases, the compression of mesh lines in theṽ direction and basic absence of compression and expansion in theṽ ? 10 direction can be clearly seen. Recall that the 2D e ect on the mesh adaptation in thẽ v direction is stronger for the harmonic map than for Winslow's map. For all except the harmonic map case, the mesh is concentrating along theṽ direction as one would expect from one dimensional mesh adaptation. However, from Fig. 4a we see that the mesh adaptation, say along the line y = x, is obviously not one dimensional. This is caused by the 2D e ect which tends to space mesh lines more equally. This 2D e ect can also be seen by comparing Fig. 4b and Fig. 4d , corresponding to 1 = 2 = 10 and 0:1, respectively. From our analysis, the 2D e ect on the mesh adaptation in theṽ direction is stronger in the former case than in the latter. As a result, the mesh line compression in this direction is weaker in Fig. 4b than in Fig.  4d . Finally, it is worth pointing out that for all the cases, mesh lines tend to be uniform near the boundary, particularly near the top-left and bottom-right corners, due to the in uence of the uniform boundary point distribution. 
As in the rst example, the mesh adaptation directionṽ 1 is xed, although now the direction of fastest variation in 1 changes. Fig. 5 shows the meshes generated using four di erent choices of 2 . For the harmonic map shown in Fig. 5a , as one would expect from the analysis in the previous section, mesh lines are compressed in theṽ direction in the area around the circle (x ? 0:5) 2 + (y ? 0:5) 2 = 0:3 2 . In the perpendicularṽ ? direction, since 2 ( 1= 1 ) rst decreases and then increases around the circle, mesh lines are expanded. From the analysis we also know that the 2D e ect is stronger in theṽ direction than theṽ ? direction, although it is hard to detect from this gure precisely what the e ect is. For Winslow's map, there is no preferred direction of adaptation. Since 1 changes in every direction, mesh lines are compressed uniformly around the circle (see Fig. 5c )). For the other two 11 cases, 2 is chosen to be 0:1 1 and 10 1 , respectively. As predicted, mesh lines are compressed in both theṽ andṽ ? direction. However, since the ratio 1 = 2 is 10 in the rst case, the 2D e ect is stronger in theṽ direction than theṽ ? direction. Thus, the mesh line compression is less in theṽ direction thanṽ ? direction (see Fig.  5b ). Conversely, for the case in Fig. 5d , the ratio 1 = 2 is 0.1, and therefore, the mesh line compression is stronger in theṽ direction than theṽ ? direction. 
Here (r; ) are polar coordinates in p ,ṽ is the unit radial vector, andṽ ? is the unit angular vector. Under these assumptions, the mesh adaptation problem has angular symmetry, so the mesh equations can be reduced to ordinary di erential equations. In fact, using the identities 
The 2D e ects on the mesh adaptation in the radial direction result only from the change inṽ ((r ṽ) = 1=r) and the ellipticity (from the second term of each of the equations in (34)). Using the polar coordinates (R; ) in c , so = R cos ; = R sin ;
we have by symmetry that = and R = R(r). Then 
It is easy to show from this equation and the boundary conditions R(0) = 0 and R(1) = 1 that R = R(r) 2 (0; 1); dR dr (r) > 0; for r 2 (0; 1):
The mesh point density function in the radial direction is dR dr , and the rst, second, and third terms on the right hand side of (36) represent the e ects of the change in 1 , the change inṽ, and the ellipticity of the underlying system. We can readily conclude that as r increases, the 2D e ect from a change ofṽ corresponds to a decrease in the density function and the ellipticity term causes an increase in the density function. In particular, mesh point density near the origin will be increased by change inṽ and decreased by the ellipticity. Of course, these 2D e ects compete with one another and with the e ect caused by the relative change in 1 . The degree of the e ect from ellipticity is controlled by the ratio 1 = 2 . To see this, we consider the case where 1 and 2 are constants, for which an analytical solution of (36) is available, viz, R(r) = r p 1 = 2 . Note that for 1 2 = 4; 1; and 1 4 , dR dr = 2r, 1, and 1 2 r ?1=2 , respectively. The smaller the ratio 1 2 , the stronger the e ect of the change inṽ, and therefore the denser the mesh will be near the origin.
For Example 4.3, the physical domain is not a disk, but because the boundary point distribution does not strongly a ect the adaptation inside the domain and because 1 andṽ behave similarly to those in this section, one can expect the above qualitative arguments should remain valid. For the harmonic map shown in Fig.  6a , since 1 changes signi cantly in r (r is the distance to the point (0.5,0.5)) and the ratio 1 = 2 is large (i.e. 2 1 ) near r = 0:3, the adaptation and the 2D e ect from ellipticity dominate the mesh line placement. Thus, we can see that the mesh points are pulled away from point (0.5,0.5) (the ellipticity e ect) and are denser near r = 0:3 (the adaptation e ect). On the other hand, for the case shown in Fig. 6d , the ratio 1 = 2 is 0.1 (small), and the adaptation and the 2D e ect from the change inṽ dominate the mesh line placement. Thus, the mesh points are concentrated near the center point (0.5,0.5) (the e ect of the change inṽ) and in the area where r 0:3 (the e ect of adaptation). The case shown in Fig. 6b is similar to that in Fig. 6a . For the case shown in Fig. 6c , the 2D e ects from the change inṽ and the ellipticity appear to be more or less balanced.
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